In this present study, the DRM paradigm was applied to two experiments to investigate how gist features were affecting false memory among the students with high and low levels of disciplinary domain knowledge. In experiment 1, we presented a list of chemical nouns that appears in Chinese terms and examined the effects of common gist features (prompting all the chemical terms contained with oxygen elements) of the chemical terms memory materials on false memory between high and low levels of disciplinary domain knowledge. In experiment 2, we investigated how the non-common gist features (prompting the chemical expressions corresponded with chemical terms memory materials) influenced false memory between two groups. The result showed: 1) Presenting common gist features to subjects increased their false memory while the non-common ones reduced the emergency of false memory. 2) When common gist features were provided, subjects with high level of disciplinary domain knowledge had significantly less false alarm rates and shorter reaction time on critical lures than those with lower level. 3) Hit rates for targets of high and low level groups had significant differences under the two conditions. However, there were inconspicuous differences when compared the variation of hit rates under two gist features conditions while the variation of false alarm rates of critical lures was in the contrary. The result indicated that heightening the clarity of gist feature helps to reduce false memory and it is affected by the levels of disciplinary domain knowledge. For the true and false memory of specific disciplinary domain knowledge, there may be two different forms of representations: True memory activates the semantic information via phonological information in order to bring about the information gaining fluency, representing both phonological and semantic information, and is easily affected by the subjects' levels of disciplinary domain knowledge, while false memory is the direct gaining fluency of semantic information and is easily affected by the clarity of visual cues.
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